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Database designers and users need to represent missing information: Can it be done without resorting to many-valued logic? Yes—here’s how

Nothing from Nothing

Part IV:

It’s in the Way that You Use It

In Part III of this four-part series of articles, I reviewed and categorized the main reasons that both database designers and users find themselves wanting the support of a many-valued logic. In this (the final) part of the series, I propose a number of methods by which database designers can handle missing information without the need for many-valued logic.

The emphasis is on using logical design principles to eliminate the need for nulls. Logical design is defined here as the database design that is inferable from logical concerns alone. This design is not affected by physical implementation issues such as denormalization, index creation, or space allocation (which are properly the physical design’s domain), nor is it affected by the manner in which data is perceived by particular users (the conceptual design). It is my position that all design should first be logical, with the physical design deviating from an augmentation of the logical design only where no other alternative exists. The reasons for deviating from the logical design should be documented and the impact on data integrity thoroughly assessed.

I will invoke several database design principles in this article. An important one is captured in what I call the “Knowledge Principle.” Just as the Information Principle requires that all information be captured by values in columns, the Knowledge Principle precludes disinformation by stating: “All columns must contain values that convey knowledge about the universe of discourse (and may not contain metadata).”

Both the Knowledge Principle and the Information Principle extend trivially to the system catalog, which contains the database’s structure. Thus, we record data about what we know, and do not attempt to catalog what we do not know.

The following sections will address each of the key sources of missing information, describing different techniques for handling each. These logical design techniques will eliminate the need for nulls and many-valued logic, but are not intended to be implemented separately; they comprise a systematic solution to the problem of missing information. In overview, the techniques proposed are:

- Separating metadata from data: part of the solution to conditional information
- Association tables: the solution to conditional relationships
- Enforcing relation predicate uniqueness: the solution to an apparent case of conditional properties (conditional entities)
- Modeling subtypes: the solution to conditional properties and conditional operations
- Abstract entities: converts some apparently conditional relationships to ordinary relationships and handles conditional constraints
- Meaningful defaults: eliminates nulls as defaults, without confusing data and metadata.

Because these techniques lead to a more accurate representation of the application domain, the resulting logical data design inherently contains more structure. On one hand, this structure will reduce the amount of application code needed to support database access, and the SQL statements used will be more meaningful and easier to write. On the other hand, SQL’s weaknesses will be manifested, sometimes requiring that a larger num-
ber of SQL statements be written, and physical design may sometimes be less optimal. To meet these concerns, I propose a few enhancements to relational products:

- User-extensible audit trails: declarative support for user-defined metadata
- Multitable and computed indexes: better support for association tables
- Set operation support: automatic support via set operations for types and subtypes
- Declarative relation predicates: automatic recognition and distinction of tables based on relation predicates, of which type and subtype support is a special case
- Surrogate keys: better support for some conditional properties

SQL’s implementation of undifferentiated nulls, this metadata is often lost when the nonrelational database is migrated to a relational one. On one hand, data entry nulls were found in Part III to reflect conditional properties, constraints, relations, and so on, depending on the null’s type. These causes are addressed separately in subsequent sections. On the other hand, data entry nulls also reflect an attempt to record information about the data entry process.

The classifications of missing information into “value not applicable,” “value undefined,” “value temporarily unknown,” and so on, serve to record information about why the data is missing; they give information about the data (or metadata). For example, “value temporarily unknown” tells us that the data entry operator believes a value exists that is only temporarily unavailable. Until the value is actually obtained, it remains possible that the data entry operator is incorrect in this belief; the value may not be applicable or may not even exist. Similar comments hold with respect to the other meanings of null. Let’s examine why we might want such information.

We might, for example, want to know the data entry operator’s opinion about missing information so that we can, at a later time, locate the instances of “value temporarily unknown.” We could then actively seek the real value to replace these unknowns. A similar reasoning would apply to instances of “value not supplied” and “value rejected.” However, this activity is distinct from the activity of modeling the state of our knowledge about the entities represented in a logical design. It is the task of modeling our knowledge about the data collection and entry process.

Distinguishing between data about the application and “data about the data” (that is, metadata) in this way makes it easier to understand how we can improve our efforts. We can model the data and metadata more carefully, thereby obtaining more utility than possible using nulls and many-valued logic. To illustrate this point trivially, note that we often keep track of metadata (such as exceptions and errors) in application processing. Why should we not do so in the database as well? And, just as
exception processing should be separated from normal processing, such information should be maintained in separate "exception tables" and not interspersed with unexceptional production data.

A system catalog is an example of metadata, but generally is not related to the specifics of data entry. The metadata we are concerned with is most commonly encountered in audit trails; we can capture the data's source, the data entry operator, time of entry, and so on. Extending this concept to capture metadata about missing information seems natural. To accomplish this task, we must capture the table identifier, the primary key of the row involved, a code classifying the data entry operator's belief, and an identifier for the attribute involved (but not a column value). This metadata can be maintained in separate lookup tables (see Figure 1). In order to implement this approach properly, we will have to support subtypes I will describe in the "Types and Subtypes" section. While this solution can be implemented manually, shouldn't RDBMS products support audit trails in which the information to be captured is user-definable?

You might complain that this solution constitutes planning for additional information about every value in the database. In reality, however, rows in which nulls fulfill a functional purpose are the exception when the database is designed along the principles outlined in this article. Few database administrators actually scan their databases for nulls, attempting to replace them with real values. Likewise, few applications provide any meaningful information about nulls to data entry operators; a field containing a null in the database is usually displayed as empty or some other noninformative value, such as the string "NULL." No information is conveyed as to the database null's type.

However, make a note that if RDBMS products supported differentiated nulls as metadata (that is, nulls affected neither DBMS logic nor the user's view of data), something much like the current physical implementation of nulls could be used to track metadata about missing information. For users who already have tables containing nulls, I recommend creating views that implement the database design principles I will describe. These views will not contain nulls and should be used for all data manipulation. Then, if you wanted to obtain metadata, you could access the base tables containing nulls (see Figure 2).

CONDITIONAL RELATIONSHIPS

Recall from Part III that conditional relations among entities are those in which the entities do not always participate; that is, some instances of at least one of the entities do not obey the relation. In general, these relationships are characterized as 0/m:0/n relations, with 0/m:n, 0/1:n, and so on, being special cases. A common approach to modeling conditional relations involves using foreign keys. Where the instance does not participate, the foreign key is then set to null. This approach treats all instances uniformly, imposing a table structure that represents noninformation for some rows and violates the Knowledge Principle.

For example, the traditional employees table EMP often contains a foreign key M_ID to its primary key E_ID, identifying the employee's manager (Figure 3). Although we often think of every employee as having a manager, obviously this is not true. At least one employee will not have a manager, which is often modeled by inserting a null in place of a proper foreign key value (shaded row in Figure 3).

The solution is to model all the conditional relations using association tables. An association table is one in which the entire primary key consists of foreign keys to other tables, thereby capturing an association among two or more entity instances. By creating an association table, EMP_MGR, consisting of E_ID and M_ID, we can remove the M_ID foreign key from the original employee table (see Figure 4). With this design, no row in any table need have any nulls in the foreign key columns. Instead, a particular employee's lack of a manager is modeled correctly as the lack of a row in the association table.

This procedure also breaks referential cycles, thereby eliminating the various performance and design problems associated with them. Likewise, modeling relationships via an association table is often easier for users to understand and control. For example, if we wish to represent a 0/1:4 rela-
propriate otherwise. Strategies, separate indexes on a single B-tree index on the primary
key may suffice. This option reduces the number of B-tree indexes with different index key orders, which may be appropriate otherwise. If the DBMS vendor supports index-only join strategies, separate indexes on each of the foreign keys will permit either key to be unknown, and

Because association tables eliminate so many anomalies (such as "special case" handling of referential cycles, difficult integrity constraint enforcement, and restrictions on constraint definition) performance often improves when association tables replace the embedded foreign key approach. Certainly tuning becomes easier: Since access to all tables is by primary key, we need not be concerned about foreign key index creation and maintenance. The optimizer may become more efficient and predictable as well. Of course, performance losses are a potential disadvantage that must be addressed. By using simple surrogate keys (especially integers) in place of nonsimple primary keys, we can keep association tables quite small, fully indexed, and cached. Note also that the foreign key index in the original EMP table can now be dropped, improving table update performance.

Indexing an association table improves performance, but requires some care. Several options exist. A single B-tree index on the primary key may suffice. This option requires that the leading index keys be specified in queries so they are known in most lookups. A small number of B-tree indexes with different index key orders may be appropriate otherwise. If the DBMS vendor supports index-only join strategies, separate indexes on each of the foreign keys will permit either key to be unknown, and

makes it clear that rows represent two distinct kinds of entities. Indeed, they have very different relation predicates because they have different defining properties. I refer to entities with multiple relation predicates as conditional entities: We might say that every employee is conditionally also a manager.

Therefore, in the traditional employees table, each row potentially represents two rather different kinds of employees since some employees are managers and each manager is probably (though not necessarily) an employee. This fact becomes immediately apparent if we recognize that managers have defining properties not shared with nonmanager employees. The columns representing such attributes are often assigned nulls for rows representing nonmanager employees. Nonmanagerial employees are not the same kind of entity as managers. (As if we didn’t already know that!)

Instead of trying to capture the employee and manager entities in a single table, they should be modeled with two distinct tables: an employees table, EMP, with primary key E_ID; and a managers table, MGR, with primary key M_ID. Anything else violates an important design principle: Each table should have a single relation predicate specifying the represented entity’s defining properties. An association table representing the relationship between them can then be established, having a primary key composed of two foreign keys, E_ID and M_ID.

CONDITIONAL PROPERTIES

Whenever a value in a non-key base table column is optional (that is, the database designer permits it to be null), the column represents a conditional property or meaning criterion. Such columns indicate

![Figure 3](image-url) EMP table with nulls.

![Figure 4](image-url) EMP_MGR association table.
that multiple entity types are being represented in a single table. Each of these entities should be given a separate table—they have distinct relation predicates.

For example, if a table describing vehicles contains a column describing the color of paint on the vehicle, this column will be null for vehicles that have not been painted (Figure 5). In the case of painted vehicles, the relation predicate is similar to "vehicles identified by vehicle identification number (VIN) have paint color COLOR(VIN) and other properties P(VIN)." By contrast, the rows representing vehicles that have not been painted have a relation predicate such as "vehicles identified by VIN have properties P(VIN)."

Following the simple design principle that entities are differentiated by their relation predicates leads to the solution depicted in Figure 6. Of course, entities with large numbers of meaning criteria might cause the database design to become quite complicated, with the design principle leading to a combinatorial explosion of new tables. However, in my experience, few such tables exist, and the gains of creating additional tables far outweigh the inconvenience. This concern would be properly addressed through DBMS support for types and subtypes, which I will describe in the "Types and Subtypes" section.

CONDITIONAL OPERATORS

Even if the relational operands do not contain nulls, the result of a conditional operator may create nulls. As with base tables, the appearance of nulls in a derived table is an indication that it represents multiple entities. Each of these entities has a distinct relation predicate.

For example, take the outer join of the employees table with itself on the M_ID foreign key (see Figure 7). Most rows in the result table contain information about the employee followed by information about the employee’s manager (probably also an employee). These rows have a relation predicate similar to "the employee identified by E_ID has properties P(E_ID) and manager identified by M_ID with properties P(M_ID)." By contrast, rows for which there is no manager have a relation predicate similar to "the employee identified by E_ID has properties P(E_ID) and such that a manager identified by M_ID with properties P(M_ID) for that employee does not exist."

Conditional operations can and perhaps should be simulated as the union of the results of multiple ordinary SELECTs—one for each unique relation predicate. Of course, this approach can become quite cumbersome if more than a few relation predicates are involved in the desired result, which is one of the reasons why users are asking for outer join support in SQL. Unfortunately, it is incorrect since the multiple entities in the result are presented as though they were the same type.

The manual solution is to query each entity type separately, thus being deliberately cognizant of the differences in meanings of the rows. A more automatic solution would involve true support for set operations, as contrasted with the restricted versions implemented by the relational algebra. For example, a set union permits arbitrary sets as operands, while the relational union requires that all the sets be type compatible. When a set union is performed, the result’s type is not the same as either operands’ type (it is a supertype). Thus, the union of a "set of apples" and a "set of oranges" is a "set of apples and oranges," or perhaps a "set of fruit." As with conditional properties, this capability would be properly addressed through DBMS support for types and subtypes—which I will describe next.

TYPES AND SUBTYPES

Each table should have a unique relation predicate, thereby representing one and only one entity. As noted previously, a table containing nulls indicates multiple relation predicates and, logically, multiple tables. These tables should be broken out by successively restricting the table and projecting away the null-bearing columns. The various tables that can be created by this kind of projection are each supertypes of the source table. For example (see Figure 6a), vehicles not differentiated by paint color (because paint color is

![Table: Vehicles multitable.](image)

**FIGURE 5. Vehicles multitable.**

![Table: Differentiating tables by relation predicates.](image)

**FIGURE 6. Differentiating tables by relation predicates.**

![Table: Multitable result of an outer join.](image)

**FIGURE 7. Multitable result of an outer join.**
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not a relevant property) are more general than painted vehicles (Figure 6b). Note that, unlike ordinary projection, projecting away a null-bearing column does not append an \texttt{EXISTS} to the relation predicate: It is meaningless to refer to "\texttt{VIN} where some color \texttt{COLOR(VIN)} exists in the domain of colors" if color is not a relevant property for this vehicle.

Ideally, DBMS vendors would support supertypes, types, and subtypes directly. It should not be necessary to create supertypes explicitly by user-written projection operations: The lack of a value for a property should automatically imply an appropriate modification of the relation predicate. If the DBMS kept track of these supertypes automatically, it could present multiple relations to the user with appropriate identification of the relation predicate on demand. Furthermore, conditional operators would then be understood as operations on multiple relationships (masquerading as single relationships) and having a multiple entity result (again masquerading as a single entity).

The possibility of multiple entity results suggests extensions to the relational model to support more general versions of the relational set operators. In particular, relational union is a restricted version of set union. I propose that the system should automatically create multiple tables in the output, grouping like rows together by performing the "restrict and project away nulls" operation for users. This capability would help users distinguish between the entity types and recognize their interrelationships. In effect, such set operations would be the multitable result versions of existing relational operations, which users must simulate manually today using multiple SQL statements. Whether multitable operands should be permitted deserves additional and careful consideration. For the time being, the operation should be reserved for output.

Whereas the relational model per se does not permit the union of two distinct types (such as apples and oranges), the outer union does, as does my proposal. The difference is that outer union creates a bizarre kind of combined entity in which every apple is given orange properties and every orange is given apple properties. My proposal creates the expected collection of types in which apples and oranges retain their identity, and the user is not encouraged to misidentify the types of the resulting entities. Similar remarks apply to the extension of the other set of operations.

Some readers might be concerned regarding complexity that is due to the numbers of tables in a result collection. However, such complexity is at once bounded and unlikely to be very great in the majority of queries. In most cases, few entities are involved in a query result: Even the more complex outer joins usually produce fewer than four entities. Certainly the complexity is no greater than what already exists in processing with nulls since, essentially, it is only the presentation of results that changes! Users need not be burdened with attempting to collect rows having nulls in the same columns, and understanding the result is more straightforward.

\textbf{CONDITIONAL CONSTRAINTS}

Conditional constraints, such as those implied by "selling short" (see Part III), involve an anticipated ability to comply with some constraint at some time in the future. Unlike normal constraints, it may be hard to specify the conditions that spell out when conditional constraints are to be satisfied. In a sense, conditional constraints represent an attempt to enforce the database's desired states, whereas ordinary constraints represent enforcement of the database's necessary states. Conditional constraints require special design considerations if the common solution involving nulls (for example, creating an entry in a \texttt{STOCK\_BUYS} table with nulls in place of attribute values) is to be avoided.

The solution is to create status or bookkeeping tables. The tables represent the abstract instances that would "balance the books." For example, consider a simplified version of selling short. As noted in Part III, the requirement that stock sales balance stock purchases in any transaction is a conditional constraint. In place of a special entry in the \texttt{STOCK\_BUYS} tables, we would create a \texttt{PENDING\_STOCK\_BUYS} table. For each instance of selling short, we would insert a row in this table. The table would contain those columns that would constrain any future purchase and satisfy the conditional constraint. It is sometimes useful to include a general \texttt{STATUS} column in the table as well. The conditional constraint would then be rewritten to examine the \texttt{STOCK\_SALES}, \texttt{STOCK\_BUYS}, and \texttt{PENDING\_STOCK\_BUYS} tables (Figure 8).

\textbf{ABSTRACT ENTITIES}

Some occurrences of nulls are due to a perceived lack of an appropriate entity. This problem arises when the database designer insists on modeling only concrete entities when, in fact, the business process relates to concrete and abstract entities. In fact, the problem is most prevalent when some instances of an entity are concrete and some are abstract. Suppose that every employee is supposed to be as-

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{STOCK\_SALES} & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{STOCK\_ID} & \textbf{BUYER} & \textbf{SELL\_PRICE} & \textbf{SELL\_DATE} & \textbf{SHARES} \\
\hline
1 & ROCKEFELLER & 100.00 & 10/12/91 & 5000 \\
2 & HEARST & 400.00 & 12/01/93 & 10000 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{STOCK\_BUYS} & & & & \\
\hline
\textbf{STOCK\_ID} & \textbf{SELLER} & \textbf{BUY\_PRICE} & \textbf{BUY\_DATE} & \textbf{SHARES} \\
\hline
1 & J.P. MORGAN & 100.00 & 10/12/91 & 5000 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

\begin{table}
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{PENDING\_STOCK\_BUY} & & \\
\hline
\textbf{STOCK\_ID} & \textbf{STATUS} & \textbf{SHARES} \\
\hline
2 & SOLD\_SHORT & 10000 \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
signed to a department so that the EMP table contains a DEPT# column (ignoring for the moment that this might be a foreign key). However, from time to time a new hire may be entered into the employees table before being assigned to a department. Typically, this problem is handled by assigning a null to DEPT#.

A bit of careful thought will show that this problem is frequently an artifact of simplistic conceptual design. Although the employee has not been explicitly assigned to any department, some aspect of the company is likely to perform the function of a department for the employee nonetheless. You can discover this abstract instance's identity by analyzing the business function of departments and the business processes that affect employees.

For example, a department may serve as the collective unit for a group of employees. Typically, the manager of an employee's department has hiring and firing authority and may sign off on paychecks. Sometimes the department determines the physical location where the employee is to report at the beginning of work. The human resources department might be one entity that meets these qualifications for the unassigned employee, but as an abstract instance distinct from the concrete instance to which the human resources personnel are assigned. The trick is to assign the abstract entity instance a unique department identifier and place it in the appropriate domain.

SURROGATE KEYS

In Part III, I pointed out that sometimes conditional information involves the primary key. When it is possible for a data entry operator to fail to enter a value for any presumed "candidate key," no primary key can be selected without violating the entity integrity rule. This problem can be solved by creating an artificial identifier, called a surrogate key, to serve as the primary key.

For example, the EMP table originally contained FNAME and LNAME columns (first name and last name), but not E_ID. It is possible that an employee is always identified uniquely by the combination of a first and last name, but sometimes the first or last name is missing. If this case occurs, creating a system-assigned E_ID eliminates the problem by converting FNAME and LNAME to conditional properties.

MEANINGFUL DEFAULTS

As noted in Part III, Date has recommended a systematic use of defaults as being better than using nulls. While my article should make it quite clear that I believe better logical design would eliminate nulls, I also believe that systematic use of defaults is an essential part of the solution and agree with much of Date's proposal. Although the details are much too involved to expound here, Date recommends (among other things), the following:

- DBMSs should support the declaration of user-defined defaults for columns.
- Various built-in functions should be defined to support defaults, including IS_DEFAULT (returning TRUE if and only if its column value operand contains the default value defined for the column), and DEFAULT (returning the defined default value of its column name operand).

I would add the following caveats and embellishments to this proposal:
- DBMSs should support the declaration of user-defined defaults for columns.
- Defaults should always be meaningful values from the domain. That is, they should not be artificially created values (including such values as "N/A" or "UNKNOWN"). Otherwise, default values no longer convey any knowledge about the entities to which they apply, which violates the Knowledge Principle.
- Default values should be defined only in the system catalog and not stored in the table itself. This approach requires the ability to mark a column as having the default value. Then, if the system administrator or DBA chooses to change the default for a column, the table need not be rewritten.
- It should be possible to force "marked as default" columns to take on the value specified as the default and be unmarked (this operation is trivial in SQL).
- During data entry, users (including data entry operators) should be required to distinguish between an entry of a default value and entry of a value that happens to be the same as the declared default. For example, it must be possible to distinguish between a value of "BLUE" and a default that happens to be set to "BLUE."

We should distinguish between data entry defaults and database defaults. Data entry defaults are usually associated with a particular application and quite possibly a particular data entry operator or even a session. Their purpose is to save the data entry operator time and effort by "pre-entering" a field's most probable value. By contrast, the purpose of database default values is to reflect the "standard" value of an attribute for all possible instances. For example, if we had a table containing information about rooms, we might want to set the database default ceiling color to white, under the hypothesis that this color was the most likely of any ceiling's color. If a particular data entry operator were entering information about rooms in a particular building that tended to have light gray ceilings, however, the data entry default for ceiling color would be different from the database default and would most likely be set by the data entry operator and maintained in the application. In fact, it is possible to have an entire hierarchy of default values, but only the one at the "root" of the hierarchy corresponds to the database default value.

While database default values can and should be utilized to represent our "best guess" about missing information, they should not be used for conditional properties, relationships, constraints, or operations. In such cases, the assertion of a value where none exists conveys false information.
CONCLUSIONS

By capturing missing information structurally and information about the universe of discourse, we eliminate the need to put nothing in our databases. Between the various design methods and the new presentation of condition-al operators outlined in this article, it would seem that no need exists to place (or permit the automatic creation of) nulls in a database. As a result, there is no need to support many-valued logic in DBMSs.

These changes have a number of positive influences:

- The DBMS can rely on classical logic, and in doing so, meet the goals we established for a DBMS.
- Performance can improve since the entire power of classical logic can be brought to bear on the problem of optimization, and because the many anomalies due to the existence of nulls do not have to be treated.
- Integrity can be enforced more directly without having to worry about restrictions (such as disallowing cascade delete on a self-referencing table).
- The database's structure will be easier to understand and, therefore, queries easier to write.
- The results of relational operations will be more consistent with expectations and easier to interpret.
- Meanings of tables (base and derived) will not depend on whether or not nulls could or actually do exist in the database.
- Without the need for null support, the SQL standard could be simplified, as could several applications.

In this series of articles we have (1) reviewed the motivations for using a formal logical system as a foundation for a DBMS; (2) translated certain important properties of logical systems into database terminology, thereby motivating the need for database folks to understand logic; (3) examined the use of many-valued logics as a formal foundation of DBMSs and found them wanting; (4) reviewed the key reasons that users and database designers seem to require DBMS support of a many-valued logic; and (5) provided a set of alternatives that meet user requirements without doing violence to the logical properties we desire from a DBMS. While most of these alternatives can be implemented through careful database design and use, a couple require additional support by vendors. In particular, vendors must improve support for default values and add support for types and subtypes, domains, proper set operations (union, intersection, difference, and so on) and relation predicates.

I would like to thank Chris Date and Hugh Darwen for their helpful comments and criticisms on this series. I would also like to apologize to Billy Preston (again) and Eric Clapton for the abuse of their song titles.

NOTES AND REFERENCES

2. A relation predicate states all the necessary conditions for row membership in a table that is independent of other tables. There is much to be said about the definition and importance of relation predicates, a problem I address elsewhere.
3. I recently became aware of a similar treatement by Codd [7], which he refers to as "Conceptual Normal Form." Codd uses projection to create supertypes, eliminating all but some arbitrarily determined percentage of nulls. By contrast, I treat all null-bearing rows as evidence of multiple relation predicates in the table and, therefore, an indication of bad table design.
5. The relational model will have to be extended to handle collections of tables in single operations, while guaranteeing that results are the same as from some sequence of relational operations. This is potentially a big job and should be tackled cautiously.
6. Codd introduced introduction tables, surrogate keys, and types/subtypes [8].
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